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Abstract: In an era of accelerating digitization and advanced big data analytics, harnessing quality
data and insights will enable innovative research methods and management approaches. Among
others, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis has recently emerged as a new method for analyzing
the content of large amounts of pictorial data. In this paper, we provide background information
and outline the application of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis for analyzing the content of
large amounts of pictorial data. We suggest that Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis constitutes a
profound improvement over previous methods that have mostly relied on manual work by humans.
In this paper, we discuss the applications of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis for research and
practice and provide an example of its use for research. In the case study, we employed Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis for decomposing and assessing thumbnail images in the context of
marketing and media research and show how properly assessed and designed thumbnail images
promote the consumption of online videos. We conclude the paper with a discussion on the potential
of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis for research and practice across disciplines.
Keywords: artificial intelligence; visual perception; big data analytics; human-computer interaction

1. Introduction
Innovative technologies have triggered the current omnipresence of visual data. These large
amounts of visual data are the raw material for obtaining rich insights for research and practice. A
number of approaches to big data analytics have evolved that increasingly offer a set of tools for
analyzing large amounts of data. One area of big data analytics that has recently come to maturity is
computer vision, which in itself involves an array of technologies and methodologies.
Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis is one approach that is relevant to computer vision, and it
is starting to gain attention among researchers and practitioners. Using machine learning and neural
networks, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis detects various types of imagery features in pictorial
data. It provides insights on those data and thereby helps to cluster, filter, or otherwise analyze large
amounts of images.
Until a few years ago, pictorial data largely constituted a black box for research and practice, even
though such data drive important and tangible outcomes such as the adoption and use of systems or
the consumption and sales of digital content. Recently, information systems researchers have called for
the increased use of images as a data source, since the field is “overwhelmingly visual in nature” [1].
So far, information systems research has relied mostly on traditional methods in responding to the
call for the increased use of pictorial data. The dominant quantitative approach for analyzing imagery
data is the experimental approach, which can be further differentiated into traditional, neuroimaging,
and psychophysiological approaches. In traditional experiment-based designs, participants typically
view imagery stimuli on a screen and answer questions or make choices to determine attitudinal
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or behavioral outcomes [2]. Neuroimaging studies use data obtained via electroencephalography
(EEG) [3] or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMR) [4]. Functional near infrared spectroscopy
(fNIR) provides a third neuroimaging approach [5]. The main psychophysiological approach is eye
tracking [6,7]. Surveys are often used to complement quantitative, experimental approaches [6].
However, so far it has hardly been possible to dig deeper into the thematic and semantic levels of
large amounts of pictorial data and systematically analyze them and the responses they trigger. Recent
advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made it possible, for the first time, to analyze the
features of a large number of images with a precision that recently exceeded the rating and classification
precision of human raters [8]. We distinguish (1) basic features such as dominant colors, shapes, or
symmetry, (2) textual or conceptual representations of important topics, and (3) human features (e.g.,
faces and emotion). Hence, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis seems to be a promising method
for information systems research as it allows for comprehensive pre-testing, simplifies longitudinal
research designs that require collecting data over weeks or months, and reduces the cost and time for
data collection by a factor of 100 to 1000. Further, it overcomes typical human-related biases that are
common in research using human raters.
Below, we provide background information and outline the application of Artificial Intelligence
Imagery Analysis for analyzing the content of large amounts of pictorial data. We suggest that Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis constitutes a profound improvement over previous methods that mostly
rely on manual work by humans. Further, we discuss applications of Artificial Intelligence Imagery
Analysis for research and in practice and provide a case study for its use in research. In the case
study, we employed Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis for decomposing and assessing thumbnail
images in the context of marketing and media research and show how properly assessed and designed
thumbnail images promote the consumption of online videos. We conclude with a discussion on the
potential of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis for research and in practice across disciplines.
2. Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis: Background, Evolution, and Illustration
2.1. Background
Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis, belongs to the field of computer vision, and it is a
sub-discipline of AI. It deals with the segmentation, analysis, and understanding of the content of
stationary and moving images by computers [9]. Using machine learning and AI methods, models are
trained on “training datasets”, for which images and digital formats are given. The output, on which
the machine learning model is intended to be trained on is known, for instance, through prior rating
by humans.
Scientific research has developed and improved Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis methods
and the application of these methods. Work on Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis methods
originates from various fields including computer science, applied mathematics, neuroscience, and
fundamental psychology research [10] and recent research has mainly been concerned with the ongoing
refinement of these methods and their extension to new applications. Areas for the groundwork
on Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis are diverse and include video tracking or taking, object
recognition, for instance, for the driverless car, image database indexing, scene reconstruction, and
event detection [9].
Research on concrete applications related to Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis spreads
across many application sectors. We find early research and applications in medicine, in relation
to driverless cars and in (industrial) robotics. For instance, in medicine, research has targeted the
detection of skin cancer [11] and the detection of cut marks in bones [12]. Other works have focused
on analyzing images of the human eye to detect the state and progression of certain eye diseases [13].
In the context of the driverless car, research has been concerned with road boundary detection [14],
traffic sign detection [15], and visual localization [16].
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Finally, in (industrial) robotics, researchers have employed Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis
for object detection that supports indoor robot navigation [17], for detecting forest trails for a mobile
robot travelling through the forest [18], and for spotting and identifying apples in an automated apple
harvesting system [19].
2.2. Evolution
The evolution of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis started in the 1940s. Back then, research
gained initial insights on the working mechanisms of the human brain and the initial concepts of
artificial neural networks were developed. In the 1960s, universities around the globe built on this
fundamental research and began to experiment with Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis on a
larger scale with the goal to understand the content of scenic situations [20].
However, it quickly became obvious that the computing power available at the time was a major
bottleneck. The tasks to be accomplished were more complex than initially thought. In particular,
conducting computer vision in our natural environment—a three-dimensional space—was challenging
because identical objects can look much different depending on the angle, proximity, lighting and other
conditions [21].
Methods for Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis improved though the 1990s. Research made
significant progress in addressing some of the complexity of natural images, for instance, in the area
of 3D reconstruction and especially with regard to statistical learning techniques, for instance, for
recognizing faces in pictures.
Recent work has seen the renaissance of feature-based methods used in conjunction with machine
learning techniques and complex optimization frameworks [22].
2.3. Azure Cognitive Services from Microsoft
The applications within Azure Cognitive Services from Microsoft are among the leaders in
the industry; they comprise numerous applications around decision-making, speech, language,
vision and search [23]. For vision, the applications comprise image classification, scene and activity
recognition, optical character recognition, face detection, emotion recognition, video indexing, and
form recognition [24]. The literature provides detailed technical descriptions of three major services
for Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis—see [25] on the computer vision Application Program
Interface (API), [26,27] on the face API, and [28] on the emotion API.
The cloud-based Azure Cognitive Services enable developers to harness the power of Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis without requiring superior computing power or in-depth skills and
knowledge in the area of machine learning. Provided via an API, it is possible to integrate the
services into applications that enable us to “see”, “hear”, “speak”, “understand”, and even “begin to
reason” [29].
The API then provides the result as JSON output. Application developers can parse the JSON
output. The actual procedure depends on their needs and the required information to integrate
the basic analysis results for gaining higher-level insights. Microsoft provides the following C#
code (docs.microsoft.com/de-de/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/quickstarts-sdk/csharpanalyze-sdk) that can be used as a template to access and obtain information from the Computer Vision
API within the Azure Cognitive Services.
It is organized around the following logic:
•
•
•
•

Provide the subscription key for Azure Cognitive Services for the purpose of invoicing
Provide the URL of the input image
Specify for what features the API should analyze the image
Display the results of the analysis
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using Microsoft.Azure.CognitiveServices.Vision.ComputerVision;
using Microsoft.Azure.CognitiveServices.Vision.ComputerVision.Models;
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.IO;
System.Threading.Tasks;

namespace ImageAnalyze
{
class Program
{
//subscriptionKey = "0123456789abcdef0123456789ABCDEF"
private const string subscriptionKey = "<SubscriptionKey>";
//localImagePath = @"C:\Documents\LocalImage.jpg"
private const string localImagePath = @"<LocalImage>";
private const string remoteImageUrl =
"https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3c/Shaki_waterfall.jpg";
//Specify the features to return
private static readonly List<VisualFeatureTypes> features =
new List<VisualFeatureTypes>()
{
VisualFeatureTypes.Categories, VisualFeatureTypes.Description,
VisualFeatureTypes.Faces, VisualFeatureTypes.ImageType,
VisualFeatureTypes.Tags
};
static void Main(string[] args)
{
ComputerVisionClient computerVision = new ComputerVisionClient(
new ApiKeyServiceClientCredentials(subscriptionKey),
new System.Net.Http.DelegatingHandler[] { });
//You must use the same region as you used to get your subscription
//keys. For example, if you got your subscription keys from westus,
//replace "westcentralus" with "westus".
//
//Free trial subscription keys are generated in the "westus"
//region. If you use a free trial subscription key, you shouldn't
//need to change the region.
//Specify the Azure region
computerVision.Endpoint
"https://westcentralus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com";
Console.WriteLine("Images being analyzed ...");
var t1 = AnalyzeRemoteAsync(computerVision, remoteImageUrl);
var t2 = AnalyzeLocalAsync(computerVision, localImagePath);
Task.WhenAll(t1, t2).Wait(5000);
Console.WriteLine("Press ENTER to exit");
Console.ReadLine();
}
//Analyze a remote image
private static async Task AnalyzeRemoteAsync(
ComputerVisionClient computerVision, string imageUrl)
{
if (!Uri.IsWellFormedUriString(imageUrl, UriKind.Absolute))
{
Console.WriteLine(
"\nInvalid remoteImageUrl:\n{0} \n", imageUrl);
return;

=
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}
ImageAnalysis analysis =
await computerVision.AnalyzeImageAsync(imageUrl, features);
DisplayResults(analysis, imageUrl);
}
//Analyze a local image
private static async Task AnalyzeLocalAsync(
ComputerVisionClient computerVision, string imagePath)
{
if (!File.Exists(imagePath))
{
Console.WriteLine(
"\nUnable to open or read localImagePath:\n{0} \n", imagePath);
return;
}
using (Stream imageStream = File.OpenRead(imagePath))
{
ImageAnalysis
analysis
=
computerVision.AnalyzeImageInStreamAsync(
imageStream, features);
DisplayResults(analysis, imagePath);
}
}

await

//Display the most relevant caption for the image
private static void DisplayResults(ImageAnalysis analysis, string imageUri)
{
Console.WriteLine(imageUri);
if (analysis.Description.Captions.Count != 0)
{
Console.WriteLine(analysis.Description.Captions [0].Text + "\n");
}
else
{
Console.WriteLine("No description generated.");
}
}
}
}
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Within the large array of different available Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis applications,
Within the large array of different available Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis applications,
data requirements and the process of data preparation differ depending on the Artificial Intelligence
data requirements and the process of data preparation differ depending on the Artificial Intelligence
Imagery Analysis service used and the specific task at hand. However, the prerequisites no longer
Imagery Analysis service used and the specific task at hand. However, the prerequisites no longer
create any impediments for conducting research based on Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis
create
any impediments
for conducting
research
basedAzure
on Artificial
Intelligence
Imagery
Analysis
services.
For instance, analyzing
images with
Microsoft
Cognitive
Services only
requires
[31]:
services. For instance, analyzing images with Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services only requires [31]:
•
•
•

•

Image URL or path to locally stored image

Image URL or path to locally stored image
• Supported input methods: raw image binary in the form of an application/octet stream or
Supported input methods: raw image binary in the form of an application/octet stream or
image URL
image URL
• Supported image formats: JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP,
Supported image formats: JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP,
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Image file size: less than 4 MB, and
Image dimension: greater than 50 × 50 pixels.

3. Potential Applications
Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis allows researchers and practitioners to systematically
generate insights from unstructured pictorial data that no human could ever analyze in a timely
manner. To this end, existing Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis applications help research and
practice not only to cope with large amounts of pictorial data, but also to continuously extend and
improve the arsenal of new applications.
In some cases in research or practice, the first round of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis
may not work properly for non-standard issues. The underlying systems first need to “learn” how to
accomplish a complex imagery analysis task based on known data relations before they can work on
unknown datasets.
3.1. Supporting Research Designs and Processes
We envision that Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis has applicability in a wide variety of
research areas. Four exemplary settings include: (1) design science studies on human-computer
interaction, (2) studies on the adoption and usage of information systems and technology, particularly
with regard to the visual components, (3) studies on visual-content-driven social media, and (4) studies
on systems for content recommendation, segmentation and filtering. Many of these research areas have
experienced a large growth of pictorial input data. New touch-based devices such as smartphones and
tablets come with simplified interfaces that favor pictorial over text-based information. Digitization
lowers the barrier to producing pictorial data in any context, for instance around user-generated
content in social media.
In all research areas, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis allows for the large sample sizes
required to draw robust statistical inferences from real-world contexts. Thus, it constitutes a valuable
extension of the methodological pool available to researchers, particularly as it overcomes the sample
size drawbacks related to research designs that rely on manual human rating and classification of
pictorial data.
The least common denominator for applying Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis services is
targeting any research question that asks for a relation between any antecedents such as, for instance,
human behavior, pictorial data, and their outcomes.
Overall, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis supports the research process in several respects.
Reduction of biases. Traditional image rating and classification tasks, as employed for
experimental research designs that involve humans, are subject to numerous biases, such as anchoring,
attentional biases, contrast effects, courtesy biases, distinction biases, framing effects, negativity biases,
salience biases, selective perception, or stereotyping. In addition, human performance on large series
of “dull” image rating and classification tasks tends to decline over time. Artificial Intelligence Imagery
Analysis significantly reduces these biases. The “system” that performs a task is not subject to previous
biases and its rating performance does not decline with an increasing number of tasks.
Reduction of costs. Compared to traditional, experimental research designs for the rating and
classification of images by humans, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis reduces the costs of
empirical studies by a factor of 100 to 1000. This is because human time is a comparatively costly
resource. Also, compared to computers, humans are significantly slower when it comes to image rating
and classification tasks. When using Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis, however, costs arise only
for the initial development and training of the system. This is usually not done on the basis of the
individual research project, but only once by an external service provider. After the system is set up,
marginal costs for analyzing additional images converge to zero.
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Reduction of time. Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis can quickly analyze millions of images
and thereby provide empirical results “by the end of the day”, as opposed to studies involving human
participants that often require months for planning, execution, data preparation, and analysis.
Simplification of data management. Experiments involving traditional image rating and
classification tasks often come with a significant overhead of data management requirements.
Researchers need to set up questionnaires or rating tools, administer these to study participants
and collect their responses, and often also need to collect demographic data for the different human
participants. When using Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis, one computer replaces many human
raters, and thus significantly reduces the complexity of data management.
Facilitation of longitudinal research designs. Research designs that involve human participants
for analyzing images are often cross-sectional because it is challenging and costly for research practice to
have the same human participant available at numerous points in time (as is necessary for longitudinal
research designs). Due to its low costs, high availability, and computer-based execution, Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis makes it easier to conduct longitudinal research.
Reduction of study complexity and researcher cognitive overload. Conducting empirical studies
that involve human participants often ties up significant person power in researcher teams or even
requires additional team members just to administer and execute the empirical study. Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis, in contrast, frees up human researchers from many details around the
gathering of the empirical data, and thus leaves more room for the research design and interpretation
of the data.
Increase in rating precision. During the last two decades, systems for Artificial Intelligence
Imagery Analysis have continuously improved and now provide a high rate of precision that
outperforms human raters [8]. The system makes fewer objective errors, such as missing objects that
should be classified or wrongly classifying objects due to inattention.
Allows for “serendipity” and better explorative data analysis in the early stages of research
projects. Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis supports typical data sciences’ research efforts as
it allows for quickly testing datasets for certain patterns, and thereby more easily allows for finding
something “interesting” or unexpected in a dataset, which might ultimately stimulate a research project
that would not otherwise have existed.
However, there are also challenges arising from applying Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis
in research.
Makes machine learning models interpretable. While systems for Artificial Intelligence Imagery
Analysis can perform sophisticated rating and classification tasks, the underlying model obtained from
machine learning is usually highly complex and not interpretable. Therefore, when researchers not
only want to perform certain rating or classification tasks, but also gain some insights into how the
rating process came to its conclusions, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis alone is not sufficient.
At least up to now, Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis itself does not offer any insights on how it
solves a problem.
Coping with researcher skill reduction. When insights are just “one click away” and the tools
around systems for Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis become more sophisticated, this may lead
to an overall reduction in researcher skills. Here, researchers have to balance on the one hand the
benefits from using a technology that frees them up from some complexity in their work, and on
the other hand, the potential drawbacks of “outsourcing” an important part of their intellectual and
cognitive skills to a machine and accept the “responses” from the black box as given.
Machine encoding of knowledge/information. The machine executing the Artificial Intelligence
Imagery Analysis takes certain ontologies for granted when performing the rating tasks. Examples
of such ontologies are the categories used to for categorize certain images cues. As the input drives
the output, deploying Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis requires questioning the underlying
ontologies—ideally before running any analysis and not just upon interpreting results.
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Coping with empiricism. Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis speeds up and eases the process
of obtaining large empirical datasets at low cost, compared to, for instance, running experiments with
human participants. However, the ease of obtaining new data and having the corresponding tools
for data analysis at hand may result in an overemphasis on empirical work as a means of research.
Staying focused on well-grounded science could become more challenging. Seemingly impressive
insights and research “findings” based on large data sets that lead to statistically significant “results”
can come to life rather fast and cheaply–often hidden from detailed inspection.
3.2. Applications in Practice
We anticipate an array of applications of Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis in practice. They
include, but are not limited to the following.
Aggregating and organizing content, especially user-generated content. Customers and users
enjoy a large assortment of barely distinguishable online content. This also applies to user-generated
videos, which are often created for non-monetary reasons such as positive feedback, reputation, status,
or “warm glow”. To support users’ searches across content offerings, platforms favor imagery cues
that users can process quickly and subconsciously. Organizing and filtering content at the thumbnail
level reduces the decision complexity and decreases the depth of search for users. Thus, it may help to
foster sales or monetarily harvest the value from their users.
Targeting and mass-customization of content. Platforms may want to algorithmically align
thumbnails to content and target individual users with their individual preferences and taste, and
harvest the additional monetary value from them. Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis can help
build models that algorithmically decide on thumbnail composition against a desired outcome and at
near-zero marginal costs. This allows providers to economically optimize a thumbnail for a piece of
content and its prospective consumers – at near-zero marginal costs, and if necessary, in real-time.
Targeting advertising. Similar to the advertising market [32], platforms can charge publishers for
targeting their content to users. As not all users react equally to different kinds of imagery cues along the
dimensions of complexity, emotional strength, concreteness, and uniqueness in thumbnails, platforms
can customize thumbnails to the individual user in a way that either promotes or inhibits consumption.
Enhancing business processes. Managers can implement Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis
into their processes or for their end-user platforms. Regarding internal processes, deploying Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis can lead to recommendations for the design of content “packaging” and
give real-time feedback to design drafts. When producers upload their content onto platforms, Artificial
Intelligence Imagery Analysis allows for building toolboxes and checklists for stronger embedding of
the content into the platform via its “packaging”.
4. Research Illustration
To demonstrate the value that can be obtained from Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis, this
section summarizes an actual research case.
To facilitate choice among growing media assortments, media platforms use recommendation
systems such as thumbnail images (in brief: thumbnails) as information cues to promote their
media goods.
Typically, every thumbnail shows a scene with objects that possess characteristics [33]. We refer
to those objects as visual information cues. By distinguishing human information processing into
lower-level processing based on perception and higher-level processing based cognition [34], we
differentiate between low-level cues (contrast, color, shapes) and high-level cues. The latter, we
differentiate further into conceptual and social cues, as humans differently process lifeless objects and
living beings, particularly humans [34]. Conceptual cues encompass imagery and textual cues [2,35].
For social cues [6,36], we distinguish social presence and emotional presence. Social presence refers to
the emotionally neutral presence of living beings (animals or humans). Emotions cannot be detected
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because a body is only visible from a distance. Emotional presence refers to facially communicating
emotional states, such as anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, or surprise.
The advancement of innovative technologies has increased the potential of thumbnails. They
are particularly significant in fostering online video consumption. New touch-based devices such as
smartphones and tablets come with simplified interfaces that favor pictorial over text-based information.
Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis allows us to analyze about 400,000 thumbnails and videos
from YouTube (2005–2015) via Microsoft Cognitive Services APIs for detecting imagery concepts, faces,
and emotions in faces within pictures and Tesseract for obtaining data on text within the thumbnails [37],
and thereby quantifying the visual content of the thumbnails.
For illustration purposes, we provide the raw analysis output for three out of the 400,000
thumbnails in JSON format (see Figures 1–3). For each example, we provide
•
•

•

•

The input image uploaded to the API: Every image is a thumbnail shown on YouTube. By
clicking on the thumbnail, the user can access the YouTube video behind.
The computer vision API output follows the general format of first stating an assessment with
regard to the input image and then, where applicable, a confidence score (indicating to what
degree the API was “confident” to make this assessment, with 1 as the highest level of confidence).
The output starts with a general categorization of the image and then indicates to what extent
the image shows content that is adult or racy. Then, it lists tags assigned either to the image as
a whole, or certain objects in the image. What follows is a summarized text description for the
image as a whole, for instance “a group of men on a screen” and some metadata of the image. The
output then lists the faces identified in the image, including coordinates and dimensions, age and
gender. In the end, the API output identifies dominant colors, accent colors, whether the image is
black and white and what type the image is, for instance clipart or a naturalistic photography.
The emotion API output is organized around the faces identified in the input image. For every
face, the output first states the coordinates and dimensions. It then provides scores that indicate
to what degree the face shows anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, or is
totally neutral. For each emotion, there is a score between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating that the face
expresses the emotion as strongly as possible. The API does not only assign a single dominant
emotion to a face, but recognizes when different types of emotions are present in different degrees.
The categorization for negative emotions (5 categories) is more fine-grained than for positive
emotions (1 category), because human emotions are more complex in the negative range than in
the positive range.
The Optical Character Recognition (OCR) output originates from the Tesseract open-source
software and first states the two-digit language code for the primary language the OCR engine has
looked for in the thumbnail. It further identifies whether all text in the image is rotated by a certain
angle and whether the text orientation is “up” or “down”. Afterwards, the output is organized by
regions of text, and then by bounding boxes that contain a piece of text with characters that are
spatially close, such as a word. For every bounding box, the output identifies coordinates and
dimensions and the characters recognized within the box.
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1. Sample image 1 and related API output.
Figure 1.Figure
Sample
image 1 and related API output.
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Computer Vision API Output
Computer Vision API Output
{"categories":[{"name":"others_","score":0.00390625},{"name":"people_group","sc
ore":0.33203125}],"adult":{"isAdultContent":false,"isRacyContent":false,"adultS
core":0.027036156505346298,"racyScore":0.018353192135691643},"tags":[{"name":"d
ifferent","confidence":0.9394845962524414},{"name":"same","confidence":0.810475
5282402039},{"name":"screen","confidence":0.6838287115097046},{"name":"colored"
,"confidence":0.5225359797477722},{"name":"posing","confidence":0.4339886903762
8174},{"name":"various","confidence":0.41098570823669434},{"name":"picture
frame","confidence":0.08634666353464127}],"description":{"tags":["photo","diffe
rent","showing","show","same","screen","colored","group","posing","various","ma
n","monitor","bunch","television","mounted","colorful","woman","computer","wear
ing","room","standing","clock","white","doing"],"captions":[{"text":"a group of
men on a
screen","confidence":0.0703622731602377}]},"requestId":"","metadata":{"width":9
60,"height":720,"format":"Jpeg"},"faces":[{"age":31,"gender":"Female","faceRect
angle":{"left":94,"top":134,"width":90,"height":90}},{"age":29,"gender":"Female
","faceRectangle":{"left":824,"top":493,"width":85,"height":85}},{"age":26,"gen
der":"Male","faceRectangle":{"left":573,"top":530,"width":84,"height":84}},{"ag
e":36,"gender":"Female","faceRectangle":{"left":448,"top":285,"width":83,"heigh
t":83}},{"age":27,"gender":"Female","faceRectangle":{"left":741,"top":118,"widt
h":83,"height":83}},{"age":25,"gender":"Male","faceRectangle":{"left":433,"top"
:130,"width":82,"height":82}},{"age":25,"gender":"Male","faceRectangle":{"left"
:72,"top":312,"width":80,"height":80}},{"age":25,"gender":"Male","faceRectangle
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human skills. The applications for Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis build on certain ontologies
that researchers often take for granted—even if they may not be appropriate for their specific research
context. Lastly, researchers will have to find balance between taking any pattern they find in the data
and building a theory around it versus developing a theory and searching for suitable data to test it.
Overall, we envision that Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis will be utilized in a wide variety
of application scenarios and research contexts. Examples include design science in human-computer
interactions, the study of adoption and usage in IS, particularly with regard to the visual components,
and the study of visual-content-driven social media. Artificial Intelligence Imagery Analysis is a
promising alternative or supplement to traditional research methods when it comes to rating precision
(He et al. 2015) [8], the reduction of common biases, comprehensive pre-testing, new longitudinal
research designs, and last, but by no means least the reduction in cost and time for data collection.
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